As importance of the field of maintenance and management come to the fore because of collapses of the Seongsu bridge and the Sampoong department store, "Special Act for the Safety Control of Public Structures" was established in 1995 and the major maintenance and management system began taking effect ｢Detailed inspection and Precision safety diagnosis｣. However, a technical standard of ｢Detailed inspection and Precision safety diagnosis｣ was low because its history was not long, and also the results of research were not enough so anxiety for ｢Insufficient Detailed inspection and Precision safety diagnosis｣ was continuously left. While its evaluation system introduced in 2002, the ratio of ｢Insufficient Detailed inspection and Precision safety diagnosis｣ has been getting lower. However, according to the evaluation result after carrying out ｢Detailed inspection and Precision safety diagnosis｣ recently, it seems difficult to become lower for the ratio of ｢Insufficient Detailed inspection and Precision safety diagnosis｣ in future. Therefore, it is considered of questionary survey of the concerned organization and the mechanism side in connection with ｢Insufficient Detailed inspection and Precision safety diagnosis｣. So it is arranged the fundamental problems caused by an ｢Insufficient Detailed inspection and Precision safety diagnosis｣ that is to show the improving direction of the existing evaluation system in a based on this.

